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Image Plate diffractometers

X-ray: one large camera 
for texture -  Laue camera 
for transmission diffraction 
(and texture). Narrow IP 

for normal analyses.



Area detector at ESRF

ID13: microbeam and a CCD detector 
for quick image acquisition



Dinosaur tendon and salmon scale



Measurements (CCD camera)
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A Rietveld method is described which extracts information on crystal structure,
texture and microstructure directly from two-dimensional synchrotron diffrac-
tion images. This is advantageous over conventional texture analysis that relies
on individual diffraction peaks, particularly for low-symmetry materials with
many overlapping peaks and images with a poor peak-to-background ratio. The
method is applied to two mineralized biological samples with hydroxylapatite
fabrics: an ossified pachycephalosaurid dinosaur tendon and an Atlantic salmon
scale. Both are measured using monochromatic synchrotron X-rays. The
dinosaur tendon has very strongly oriented crystals with c-axes parallel to the
tendon direction. The salmon scale displays a weak texture.

Keywords: texture analysis; Rietveld method; biomineralization; dinosaur tendon; salmon
scale; hydroxylapatite.

1. Introduction

In many biomineralized materials, the crystallites are strongly
aligned by characteristic patterns that influence their macro-
scopic mechanical properties. Surprisingly, relatively little is
known about quantitative orientation characteristics. This is
due, in part, to the extreme heterogeneity and poor crystal-
linity of bioapatite resulting in diffuse diffraction patterns with
many overlapping peaks. In a previous investigation, Wenk &
Heidelbach (1998) applied microbeam synchrotron radiation
for quantitative texture analysis of a bovine bone and turkey
tendon. This procedure relied on extracting diffraction
intensities from individual diffraction peaks, performing the
texture analysis based on variations of intensities along Debye
rings (Heidelbach et al., 1999; Wenk & Grigull, 2003), and was
extremely time-consuming. Furthermore, this method is only
applicable if peaks are well separated and the background is
well defined, which is rarely the case.

In the images of a dinosaur tendon (Fig. 1a) and particularly
in a salmon scale (Fig. 1b), diffractions from hydroxylapatite
are weak, barely above background with many superposed
peaks. This was a major incentive for developing a new tech-
nique for texture analysis based on the Rietveld method that
relies on simultaneous full two-dimensional image analysis.

Previously, the Rietveld method (Rietveld, 1969) was used
for texture analysis of time-of-flight neutron diffraction data
and implemented in the software package MAUD (Lutterotti
et al., 1997). The method has been successful in analyzing low-

symmetry compounds (Xie et al., 2003) and composites
(Chateigner et al., 1998). In the case of neutron diffraction,
one-dimensional diffraction spectra measured in different
sample orientations are combined. For synchrotron data, the
challenge is the use of whole two-dimensional images as input
without preliminary data processing, e.g. in FIT2D
(Hammersley, 1997).

In this communication we are emphasizing methodological
issues. The biological significance will be discussed elsewhere.

Figure 1
Two-dimensional synchrotron diffraction images as they were used in the
Rietveld analysis. (a) Dinosaur tendon recorded using an image plate. (b)
Salmon scale recorded using a CCD camera. The (0001) Debye rings
show strong intensity variation for dinosaur and a lesser one for salmon
scale. These variations are indicative of texture.
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Angles convention







Measurement through 
the Laue Camera

Image plate scanner



From 2D images to 
patterns

!

Calibration and conversion 
in 2Θ is done during the 

refinement step



What is the problem?

Polypropylene:
Monoclinic - Cc

Too much overlaps!



Standard functions
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standard functions in 
texture analysis

• Pro:
• Texture described in analytical form by refinable 

parameters
• Can be used for very sharp textures
• Smooth texture in output (easy to understand)
• Quick computation

• Cons
• Requires an analytical model
• Suitable only for simple well defined textures

• Ideal for polymer fiber textures



Some Examples

• Isotactic Polypropylene (fibers)

• Polypropylene woven/not woven

• Nylon 6



Isotactic polypropylene: 
RTA

Structure

Texture



Polypropylene fibers 
Rietveld Texture Analysis

Original 
fibers

DMTA 
16 MPa

Creep
78 MPa



Polypropylene fibers 
Standard Functions

Original 
fibers 16

Creep
78 MPa 18

DMTA 
16 MPa 9

Reconstructed pole figures from the fitted Orientation Distribution Function (ODF)
Plotted in log scale in m.r.d. (multiple of random distribution). Higher maximum 

values means sharper texture. Fibers aligned (00l).

Fibers 
dispersion 
in degrees

Note: the creep at ambient temperature does not change significantly the texture.
The DMTA at high temperature increase the fiber alignment by 3 times



Polypropylene woven/
not woven

Original

Machine 
Direction

Transverse
Direction



Polypropylene woven/
not woven: EWIMV

Original

Machine 
Direction

Transverse
Direction



Nylon-6 
monoclinic (P21)



New Nylon-6 
fiber processing



Thin film quality control (in the production line)



Ni-Si system

Core 2 duo chip



Automatic texture and phase analysis



Results (test case, not real chip)

Phase vol.%

Ni3Si2 29(1)

α-NiSi2 5(1)

NiSi 29(1)

ϒ-Ni31Si12 22(1)

δ-Ni2Si 15(1)



Automatic texture 
analysis (and mapping)



Fe0.75Al0.25 by SPS sintering



Fe0.75Al0.25 (SPS)



SAD (Electron Diffraction)



Texture analysis by Rietveld



Recalculated pole figures
ODF

• Fhkl for electron diffraction?

1. Cinematic model (requires precession stage)

2. Le Bail method (texture factors are not 
correlated with structure factors)

3. Dynamic model: testing the 2 beam approximation



MgO thin film 
TEM SAD

+25˚

+15˚

+5˚

-10˚

-25˚

P. Boullai, 
CRISMAT (Caen)



MgO thin film: reconstructed pole figures
EWIMV

Standard functions: 12.8˚ inclination



THIN FILMS

• 50 nm thin film Cu-xxxx on 160 nm SiO2



ANALYSIS WITH MAUD

• 50 nm thin film on 160 nm SiO2

CuN8C32H16

P21/c



Stress/Texture in a small package

• Stress measurement of a Pelton turbine welding 
• Using 2 dentist’s CCDs 
• Cr X-ray tube from fluorescence handheld device



Pelton turbine

Measurement 
point

σ11 
(MPa)

σ22 
(MPa)

σ12 
(MPa)

Austenite 
(% vol.)

Blade root -460±50 540±15 140±20 23±5

Blade external -100±20 50±10 60±20 15±5



Stress measurements on steel wires

Diffraction center 
displacement



Steel
(211)(200)

Brass
beta (211)alpha (220)
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• Portable instrument for 
residual stresses 

• One CCD, Peltier cooled 

• Motorized rotation around 
the beam axis 

• Texture measurements?!

Texture measurements


